
 

                                                                                                                 
Press Release: 22 April 2024, Tokyo 

Polytech, Hokutaku, and HOM sign collaboration 

agreement to provide protection and monitoring 

solutions for wind turbines in Japan  

The collaboration agreement will increase the availability of Polytech’s innovative leading 

edge protection and lightning monitoring solutions to enhance the durability and 

performance of wind turbines, as well as lower and manage risks during operation the 

Japanese market.  

Polytech, a global supplier of protection and performance-enhancing solutions for wind 

turbines, Hokutaku, a leading third-party wind turbine maintenance provider in Japan, and 

Horizon Ocean Management (HOM), an inspection and maintenance provider for offshore 

wind in Japan, have signed a collaboration agreement to supply Polytech’s leading edge 

protection, ELLE™, and lightning detection and monitoring solution, LKDS®, for onshore and 

offshore wind turbines in Japan. 

World leading expertise in Japan 

Hokutaku and HOM have long been serving the Japanese wind market with maintenance, 

repair, and other services for wind turbines. Their extensive field and service expertise bring 

invaluable insights about the operational conditions and challenges that wind farm owners 

and operators are facing in Japan.  

Polytech’s track record and world leading expertise in asset integrity perfectly complements 

this, and therefore provide a solid foundation for the collaboration agreement. ELLE™ is 

installed on 70% of all new offshore blades, while it protects more than 55,000 blades 

against erosion globally. LKDS®, Polytech’s DNV-verified lightning detection and monitoring 

solution, is installed on more than 2,000 turbines globally, and is currently the only Class 1 

lightning monitoring solution on the market as defined in the coming Annex L of the IEC 

61400-24 Ed2 standards. The company has furthermore developed DNV-verified tools and 

has world-leading expertise to assess site-specific erosion and lightning risks, as well as 

asset integrity over the operational lifetime. 

The collaboration between Polytech, Hokutaku, and HOM therefore strengthen the service 

and solution offerings to the Japanese wind market, which will ultimately benefit wind park 

developers, owners, and operators. 

Strong collaboration for top-notch wind power solutions and services 

With this agreement, Hokutaku and HOM join the nominated service providers for Polytech’s 

ELLE™ and become exclusive service providers for Polytech’s LKDS® for Japanese wind 

projects. The collaboration covers sales and aftersales services (e.g., installation, 

maintenance), as well as consultancy services on blade erosion and lightning risk 

management. Polytech will provide its products and necessary training service to Hokutaku 

technicians to strengthen the in-country service structure.  



 

                                                                                                                 
 

Polytech’s Head of Aftermarket Marc Foldager welcomes the collaboration. “Japan has been 

an important market for Polytech, and we have already supported many asset owners here 

with their erosion and lightning challenges. We are looking forward to partnering with 

Hokutaku and HOM, who have extensive experience and knowledge in the Japanese market, 

to further support wind projects and our customers in Japan.” 

Under the collaboration agreement, Hokutaku will provide the installation and maintenance 

of the Polytech products, as well as replacement of existing solutions with Polytech’s 

products both onshore and offshore. 

Ryota Hayashi, President of Hokutaku, is looking forward to the collaboration. “Wind turbines 

operate in a variety of weather conditions, and precipitation and lightning are factors that 

can have a significant impact on their performance and maintenance needs. Specifically, 

leading edge erosion is caused by the impact of particles, such as rain droplets, dust, hail, 

and other atmospheric particles, in the air on the surface of the blade. And it results in 

reduced turbine efficiency that requires expensive repairs. Furthermore, lightning strike is 

the single largest cause of unplanned downtime in wind turbines due to electrical and 

mechanical failures and in worst cases, it can even cause wind turbine fire. It is therefore 

desirable to minimize the impact of erosion and lightning strikes, and minimize repairs for 

offshore wind turbine blades, because the method of accessing offshore wind is more 

limited than onshore. We are glad that we are now able to offer such advanced products and 

services, ELLE™ and LKDS®, to our customers partnering with Polytech. This will improve 

wind turbine performance and contribute greatly to the wind power industry in Japan.” 

As per the agreement, HOM will introduce, market, and sell Polytech’s products to the 

Japanese market, and provide risk consultancy and advisory services, including auction 

support service. HOM has already established a unique position within the supply chain of 

the offshore wind industry in Japan. It has entered multiple collaboration agreements with 

several leading European service providers for offshore wind and have provided a variety of 

advisory service to Japanese offshore wind developers. 

Nobuyuki Takagi, Managing Director of HOM, explains that “Nowadays, the risks and 

financial impacts have become bigger with bigger turbines. In addition, the unique weather 

conditions in Japan, such as heavy rain and lightning, require more active prevention plans 

and maintenance strategies, as well as building up maintenance teams to manage blade 

risks. Working with Polytech to mitigate blade risks has become one of the important 

services that brings value to us and our partners. We believe that our collaboration will bring 

solutions that will contribute to risk mitigation and long-term cost optimization for Japanese 

offshore wind projects.” 

The collaboration agreement between the parties is effective immediately. All parties are 

actively working with customers in Japan across onshore and offshore wind development, 

installation, and operations. 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                 
 

For more information, please contact: 

Polytech  

Marc Foldager 

Head of Aftermarket 

Mail: mfo@polytech.com 

Tel.: +45 41 99 85 50 

 

Hokutaku 

Nana Kimura 

General Affairs Division  

Mail: mhs000@hokutaku-co.jp 

Tel.: +81 166 60 8225 

 

Horizon Ocean Management (HOM) 

Taiga Higuchi 

Technical Director 

Mail: t.higuchi@horizon-om.com 

Tel.: +81 3 5545 5901 

 

About Polytech A/S 

Polytech A/S, founded in 1994, develops holistic solutions that improve the durability and 
performance of wind turbines. These include solutions within areas of lightning protection, 
leading edge protection, blade monitoring and optimization, transport equipment and 
storage, and subsea. Headquartered in Denmark and with further locations in China and 
Mexico, Polytech is now a front-runner in wind power innovation and a trusted partner to 
major wind turbine manufacturers, asset owners and developers in the wind industry. 
 
About Hokutaku Co., Ltd. 

Hokutaku Co., Ltd., established in 1982, is an independent maintenance service provider for 

wind turbines in Japan. Hokutaku’s technicians have been providing monitoring, inspection, 

repair, and maintenance services for wind turbines and their components, and to date, have 

serviced around 80% of all onshore turbines in Japan. Recently, Hokutaku have been 

nominated as preferred bidder for Balance of Plant for major offshore wind project in Japan. 

About Horizon Ocean Management Co., Ltd.  

Horizon Ocean Management Co., Ltd. (referred to as HOM) is an offshore wind turbine 
equipment inspection and maintenance company established by Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (one of 
the largest Japanese trading companies) and Hokutaku Co., Ltd. in 2021.   
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